
WHO TO VOTE FOR IN BRITAIN TODAY?
A) The Dinosaur Parties - ALL of which seek to cede EVER-MORE SOVEREIGNTY to the EU

1) The Porky Party (formerly Tory Party or Conservatives)
• in power for ten years, during which the CJS in general, the police farce, the civil non-

service, the BBC and much else have dramatically declined in quality
• elected a surreally-incompetent REMAINER as leader to take Britain out of the EU (And

NO, YOU COULD NOT MAKE IT UP)
• has leaders who think that ISLAM is “a great world religion of peace”
• has consistently LIED about immigration and BREXIT
• has FAILED to take us out of the EU despite being elected on a manifesto promise to do so

and its leader promising to do so over ONE HUNDRED TIMES in the last three years
• appears to have utter contempt for its own voters, let alone the 17.4 million who voted to

LEAVE THE EU
• has ridden rough-shod over long-established parliamentary procedure and brought the

HOC and democracy itself into massive disrepute
• is by-passing its own ruling party by negotiating with an opposition whose leader admires

an organisation which murdered a former MP in the HOC car park, murdered and maimed
many hundreds of others and who admires Hamas and other terrorist organisations

2) The Labouring Party (formerly Labour Party)
• led by a communist nutter with a Stalinist and a racist moron in his Shadow Cabinet (just

for starters)
• has economic policies which would clearly bankrupt the UK within months
• has a hypocritical policy on BREXIT at complete variance with his long-held pre-leader

views on the EU and with those of many of his party’s most respected former MPs
• has never done a real job in his life

3) The Liberal-Democrat Party
• is completely (and arrogantly) out of touch with public opinion on BREXIT
• ditched its most cherished policy (tuition fees) just to get a foot in power with the Porkies
• keeps electing complete idiots as leader (Clegg, Farron and Cable)
• is currently irrelevant

B) UKIP
• has an honest, clear and patriotic leader
• is a bottom-up People’s Party, not an arrogant, top-down and pontificating cronified one
• has clear, commonsensical and practical policies on key issues critical to Britain
• has never betrayed the people as have the DINOSAUR parties
• has worked hard, courageously and consistently to regain our sovereignty given away so

casually by the Dinosaur Parties
• will deliver a PROPER BREXIT and get back all our sovereignty, including fishing-rights for

our shamefully-betrayed fishermen
• will end the hideous PC and entitlement culture gripping Britain
• has a clear, courageous, consistent and MORAL stance re ISLAM: READ THE KORAN, the CV

of Muhammed and the history of ISLAM, then look at the Human Rights record of the two
OFFICIAL centres of ISLAM on the planet and at what Muslims believe in regarding
women, children, homosexuals, democracy, other faiths, free speech and animals

IT’S NOT ROCKET SCIENCE, IS IT?


